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Programme of Inquiry
Driven Innovation
Postgraduate Certificate UK Level 7 accredited programme by the
University of Buckingham

Introduction
High Performance Learning
(HPL) World Class Middle Leader
Programme of Inquiry Driven
Innovation is for individuals who
hold a middle leadership role in
an HPL Fellowship of World Class
School or an HPL Global Community
of High Performing School.
Benefit to Middle Leaders
The knowledge and experience you
will gain from the course will place
you in an ideal position to facilitate
continuous improvement and make a
difference to the overall performance
of your school. It will enhance your
ability to lead High Performance
Learning by using research and
evidence to inform, develop and
innovate practice.
Enrolment on the programme
enables learners to build new
networks and connections with
world-class educational leaders and
expert local leaders. You will develop
as education sector leaders and

work with new ideas and approaches including the National
to solve organisational challenges.
Qualifications for Leadership. This
Postgraduate Certificate is aligned
Ground-Breaking Programme
to 60 Master’s credits (i.e., third of
full Masters) which can act as a
This ground-breaking programme
will be led across a global network of springboard for you to continue
your studies to a full Master’s.
world-class schools.
The programme will be strategically
facilitated and evaluated by proven
world-class leaders of accredited
schools in the HPL Fellowship of
World Class Schools and HPL Global
Community of High Performing
Schools.
The programme is designed
with Harvard’s Inquiry Driven
Innovation (IDI) Framework as a
core element in promoting
impactful school-based
research on high performance.
Springboard to Masters
The HPL World Class Middle
Leader Programme is informed
by appropriate DFE standards

Accredited Programme
The HPL World Class Middle Leader
Postgraduate Certificate is at UK level
7. It is accredited by the University of
Buckingham (subject to successful
validation).
How to apply
For all enquiries and expressions of
interest relating to this programme
please contact Dr. Linda Rush:
linda.rush@highperformancelearning.c
o.uk
Cost

£3300 + VAT

Online Programme Structure
The overarching aim of this tenmonth programme is to create a
cadre of high performing leaders
who contribute actively to the
evidence base of HPL and for you
to become a ‘Thought Leader’ in
respect of this.
Programme Structure
The HPL World Class Middle Leader
Programme has two modules
running in parallel over a ten-month
period:
•
•

Module 1: Becoming a High
Performing Leader
Module 2: Leading Inquiry
Driven Innovation

Programme Assessment
The programme will be assessed by
the following:
•

Module 1: Compilation and
presentation of evidence
mapped against HPL Standards
in a Portfolio including action
plan and reflective commentary.

•

Module 2: Poster
presentation, action plan and
viva.

Programme Design
The HPL World Class Middle
Leader Programme is an online
programme (comprising both
synchronous and asynchronous
activities). The programme adopts
the HPL convention of ‘working with’
you rather than ‘to’ you, drawing
on your professional context as
the fundamental basis for your
engagement with the course. The
programme is designed to provide:
•
•
•

Research-informed and schoolsituated practical activities
Opportunities for discussion,
debate and reflection
Performance facing assessments
commencing with a needs
analysis and culminating in a
viva voce in front of a panel
including high performing world-

•

class school leaders
Structured opportunities for
evaluation and feedback during
and at the end of the programme

Online Delivery Model
You will combine work with
study, and the online delivery and
performance-based assessment
support this. Your development
throughout the programme is
supported by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Synchronous face-to-face
webinars
Asynchronous guided activities
360 leadership assessment
based on HPL leadership
competencies
Personal development goal
planning
Academic tutor
Professional mentor
Professional inquiry directly
related to the middle leader’s
context
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